A new, robust integrated priority-based cell attenuation model for dynamic cell sizing is proposed and simulated using real mobile traffic data. The proposed model is an integration of two main components; the modified virtual community-parallel genetic algorithm (VC-PGA) cell priority selection module and the evolving fuzzy neural network (EFuNN) mobile traffic prediction module. The VC-PGA module controls the number of cell attenuations by ordering the priority for the attenuation of all cells based on the level of mobile level of mobile traffic within each cell. The EFuNN module predicts the traffic volume of a particular cell by extracting and inserting meaningful rules through incremental, supervised real-time learning. The EFuNN module is placed in each cell and the output, the predicted mobile traffic volume of the particular cell, is sent to local and virtual community servers in the VC-PGA module. The VC-PGA module then assigns priorities for the size attenuation of all cells within the network, based on the predicted mobile traffic levels from the EFuNN module at each cell. The performance of the proposed module was evaluated on five adjacent cells in Selangor, Malaysia. Real-time predicted mobile traffic from the EFuNN structure was used to control the size of all the cells. Results obtained demonstrate the robustness of the integrated module in recognizing the temporal pattern of the mobile traffic and dynamically controlling the cell size in order to reduce the number of calls dropped.
Introduction
Traffic congestion control is a key issue in high-speed cellular networks. Rapidly increasing demands for high network bandwidth, driven by real-time multimedia traffic, have stimulated research on various traffic congestion control schemes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Dynamic cell sizing is a traffic congestion control mechanism which increases the capacity of a network by varying the pilot power to modify the coverage area of cells adaptively for optimum performance under various traffic loads [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The dynamic cell sizing mechanism attempts to keep the forward and reverse link handoff boundaries balanced by changing the forward link coverage according to the changes in the reverse link interference level [17, 18] . During heavy traffic, dynamic cell sizing is able to increase the capacity of the forward link by delegating the traffic from overloaded cells to adjacent uncongested cells in order to promote optimum utilization of the pilot power. Nevertheless, a dynamic cell sizing environment is known to suffer from the occurrence of coverage holes, where calls are dropped and the quality of service may not be maintained [16, 19] . In order to mitigate the occurrence of coverage holes, a new integrated prioritybased cell attenuation model (IPCAM) for dynamic cell sizing is proposed. The proposed model is an integration of two main components; the modified virtual community-parallel genetic algorithm (VC-PGA) cell priority selection module [16] and the evolving fuzzy neural network (EFuNN) mobile traffic prediction module. The EFuNN module is placed in each cell within the network and the predicted mobile traffic volume of each cell is sent to the local and VC servers in the VC-PGA module. The VC-PGA module then assigns priorities for the size attenuation of all cells within the network, based on the predicted mobile traffic levels from the EFuNN module at each cell.
As a foundation, the basic principles of dynamic cell sizing are reviewed in Section 2, leading to the motivation for the new IPCAM. For a holistic understanding of the framework and operation of the new IPCAM, it is necessary to first describe the main constituting components. The VC-PGA module is described in Section 3 while the EFuNN module placed at each cell is described in Section 4. The framework of the new IPCAM is then presented in Section 5. The performance of the IPCAM in controlling the number of coverage holes is evaluated through simulations of a dynamic cell sizing environment using real mobile traffic data. These simulations are described in Section 6, including the results, and the conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Dynamic cell sizing

Dynamic cell sizing mechanism
The dynamic cell sizing mechanism strives to keep the forward and reverse link handoff boundaries in equilibrium by changing the forward link coverage according to the changes in the reverse link interference level [17, 18] . The reverse link handoff boundary is the contour of mobile locations between adjacent cells where the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the two base stations is the same whereas the forward link handoff boundary is defined as the contour of location where the ratio of the received pilot chip energy of the cell to the spectral density of the total interference seen by the mobile is the same. Thus, if the interference levels are the same at both adjacent base stations and the same amount of power is transmitted on the pilot channel from each base station, then the forward and reverse handoff boundaries will coincide, as shown in Figure 1a . The boundary will exactly be midway between the two cells for a uniform propagation model. As the reverse link traffic load is increased, the thermal noise at the base station increases. To balance the SNR between the two adjacent base stations, the reverse link handoff boundary will move closer to the base station which has a larger increase in thermal noise. Then, to compensate for the change in the reverse link boundary, the pilot signal of the cell with greater base station interference will be reduced so that the ratio of the received pilot chip energy of the cell to the spectral density of the total interference seen by the mobile is the same.
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Impact of pilot signal of a single cell on forward link performance
Dynamic cell sizing is able to increase the capacity of the forward link by shedding the traffic of overloaded cells to neighboring cells. Consider the case where Cell A in Figure 1b is heavily congested and Cell B is not. In order to move the handoff boundary by an equal amount that the interference has risen in a cell, the dynamic cell sizing algorithm will introduce an attenuation equal on the forward link of Cell A in response to a rise over thermal noise in the reverse link of Cell A [17] . When the handoff boundary is moved closer to Cell B, the first users that are inside Cell B and are in soft handoff with Cell A may fall out of soft handoff with Cell A, relieving some capacity from Cell A to be used for users that are inside Cell A. The second advantage of dynamic cell sizing is that the traffic channel forward gains will increase by the same amount as the cell sizing attenuation, until the total traffic channel power leaving the cell becomes close to the initial value prior to cell size reduction. The output power after cell sizing will be less due to lower power on overhead channels, assuming overhead channels are not power controlled. The reduction of total transmit power due to reduced power on the overhead channels will eventually be used by new users and therefore the total transmit power will remain unchanged before and after cell sizing under heavy traffic conditions [17] .
Diverse cell interactions in a dynamic cell sizing environment
In Section 2.2, the effect of the change in the pilot power for a single cell was described. This reverse link balancing mechanism is applicable to any cell within the network. Thus, the cell whose size is being controlled may Figure 3 Diverse cell interaction-VC-PGA module for dynamic cell sizing [9] . also vary its pilot power to dynamically change the size of the other cell. Hence, for each pair of cells, the effect is bi-directional. The dual directional interaction of cellpairs brings to light the inevitable occurrence of coverage holes [16, 19] . Assume the instance when a center cell and all its first tier neighbors are heavily loaded. At the outset, the center cell's dynamic sizing mechanism moves the boundary between the center cell and an adjacent cell inwards towards the direction of the center cell so as to allow the adjacent cells to accommodate the additional traffic in the center cell. However, due to a lack of channels in the other cell, its mechanism may instead move the boundary further away from the center cell. Thus, the dynamic cell sizing mechanisms of the two adjacent cells contradict one another. If both were to shrink simultaneously to accommodate the increasing traffic load in its own cell, coverage holes would inevitably develop, as shown in Figure 2a ,b. Consequently, calls are dropped and the grade of service may not be maintained. The dual directional influence is similar for all cell pairs. Thus, coverage holes may develop between any two heavily loaded cells.
A center cell will receive dual directional impact from all cells within its first tier. Similarly, all first tier cells will also receive dual directional impact from its surrounding first tier cells. The same influence is observed in cells of subsequent tiers. Thus, a multifarious interaction of a vast number of cells is observed and this poses a high possibility of the occurrence of coverage holes [16] .
Motivation for new IPCAM for dynamic cell sizing
The high incidence of coverage holes results in a large number of calls dropped. In order to mitigate the occurrence of coverage holes, a new IPCAM for dynamic cell sizing is proposed. The proposed model is an integration of two main components; the modified VC-PGA cell priority selection model and the EFuNN mobile traffic prediction model. The VC-PGA module aims to control the number of cell attenuations in a diverse cell interaction environment by ordering the priority for size attenuation of all cells within a network based on the level of mobile traffic within each cell, using two priority numbers. The EFuNN module allows for a favorable cell attenuation order by predicting the mobile traffic in advance, before congestion takes place. The EFuNN module predicts the mobile traffic volume of a particular cell by extracting and inserting meaningful rules through incremental, supervised real-time learning. The EFuNN module is placed in each cell and the output, the predicted mobile traffic volume of the particular cell, is sent to servers in the VC-PGA module. The VC-PGA module then assigns priorities for the size attenuation of all cells within the network, based on the predicted mobile traffic levels from the EFuNN module at each cell.
For a unified understanding of the framework and operation of the new IPCAM, it is necessary to first describe the main constituting components, as will be described in Sections 3 and 4.
VC-PGA module for designating cell priority for attenuation
The VC-PGA [20] has been applied for determining the cell priority for attenuation [16] and is summarized here.
First, local communities of cells and virtual communities are established, as shown in Figure 3 . A local community (LC) is formed with adjacent cells, and one of the cells is elected as its local community server (LCS). Grouping LCs forms a VC. Higher-level VCs may be formed if necessary. The LCS with the highest pilot signal is elected as the virtual community server (VCS). On first run of the algorithm, any of the LCSs is arbitrarily elected as the VCS.
Then, at each LCS, the pilot powers from all cells in the LC are compared. An ordered list of pilot powers of cells within the LC is computed. The lowest pilot power is designated as the cell with the highest priority for attenuation within the LC. For other cells in the LC, the priority for size reduction will be assigned according to the ordered list of pilot power. The compliance with the local ordered list of pilot power applies only to cells whose soft handoff regions are shared with cells of the cells of same LC. Otherwise, a higher-order ordered list takes precedence. The cell with the lowest pilot power for each LC is sent to the VCS.
Meanwhile, the elected VCS will compare the pilot signal strength of received local lowest pilot signals from all LCs. The cell with the lowest pilot signal strength will have highest priority over size reduction. The hierarchy of priority for other cells will be in accordance with VC's ordered list of received local lowest pilot signal. As mentioned in Step 2, for cells whose soft handoff regions are shared with cells of a different LC, the order of The elected cell having the lowest pilot power is broadcasted to all members of the VC. The selected cell is designated as the cell with the highest priority in cell size reduction. For cells whose soft handoff region is shared with members of the same LC, the priority for size reduction will be in accordance with the ordered list of pilot power. Otherwise, when shared with cells out of its own LC, the VC's ordered list of pilot power is adhered to. Meanwhile, the highest of all received lowest local pilot signals will be elected as the VCS for the next run as its load is the least loaded.
The advantages of VC-PGA are (i) the lowest pilot signal is obtained from a group of cell clusters in an organized manner; (ii) very little communication overhead is imposed on the mobile as information exchange is done at the LCS and VCS only; and (iii) the arrangement of cells is maintained.
EFuNN time-series prediction of mobile traffic volume
EFuNN was used for the prediction of future traffic volume to facilitate the selection of cell to be given the highest priority over size reduction in the proposed model due to its capabilities in adaptive, online learning. The EFuNN evolving procedure leads to a similar local online error as RAN and its modifications but EFuNNs allow for meaningful rules to be extracted and inserted at any time of the operation of the system thus providing the knowledge about the problem and reflecting changes in its dynamics. In this respect, the EFuNN is a flexible, online, knowledge engineering, and statistical model. As a statistical model, EFuNN performs clustering of the input space. The EFuNN structure also reflects the data distribution of the input-output space [12] . As an online, knowledge-based intelligent system learns quickly from a large set of data, adapts incrementally in an online mode by interacting continuously with the environment.
EFuNNs [21] adopt some known techniques from fuzzy networks and neural networks. As in fuzzy neural network, each input variable is represented by a group of spatially arranged neurons to represent a fuzzy quantization of this variable [10, 12] . However, in EFuNN, the nodes representing membership functions can be modified during learning. The parameter values for optimal performance for the mobile traffic data have been found as follows:
Number of membership functions = 6
Value for m-of-n parameter = 0.5 Error threshold E = 1 × 10 -10 Maximum receptive field R max = 1 Rule extraction thresholds T1 and T2 Number of examples for aggregation N agg = 4 Pruning parameters OLD and P r = adaptive Learning rates, lr1 = lr2 = 0.9
Incorporation of traffic prediction model in VC-PGA cell priority selection model
The incorporation of the EFuNN load prediction model into the VC-PGA cell priority selection model is shown in Figure 4 . This will form the IPCAM in dynamic cell sizing. The EFuNN prediction model is placed at each cell. It takes in past and current traffic volume to predict future traffic volumes. The EFuNN is flexible and online. It allows meaningful rules to be extracted and added simultaneously at any time of the operation of the system. This adds knowledge on the problem and reflects changes in its dynamics. The VC-PGA cell priority selection model then takes the output from the EFuNN prediction model to select the highest-priority cell for size reduction.. It assigns a VC number and an LC number to each cell. The shrinking is then carried out according to the VC and LC numbers. This will help to resolve the problem of coverage holes and thus reduce the number of calls dropped. Retraining of the data used as input to the EFuNN traffic prediction module may be required based on preset thresholds in NDEI and RMSE values.
Simulation scenarios in new IPCAM
The proposed IPCAM for dynamic cell sizing in Figure 4 was developed in MATLAB. Quarter-hourly mobile traffic volume for a period of 1 year for five adjacent cells in Cyberjaya, Puchong, and Serdang in the state of Selangor was obtained courtesy of TM Touch Malaysia. Three sets of experiments to train and predict the traffic volume and number of calls dropped within the Cyberjaya cell in 15-min intervals were performed, detailed as follows:
Time (each unit represents 15 minutes) Mobile Traffic Load
(Numberofcalls/second) Figure 18 Prediction of mobile traffic data load for subsequent week based on training of traffic data rate for current week.
Time (each unit represents 15 minutes)
Relative Error (Numberofcalls/second) Figure 19 Relative error from prediction of mobile traffic data load for subsequent week. Figures 14, 15 , 16, and 17 show the results for the training of the previous week's data traffic load for the prediction of the following week's data traffic load (Experiment B1). Figures 18, 19 , 20, and 21 show the results for the load of the prediction of the following week's data traffic load based on the training of the previous week's data traffic (Experiment B2). Figures 22, 23, 24, and 25 show the results of the training of the data traffic load of the day before for the prediction of the data traffic load for the particular day (Experiment C1). Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29 show the results of the prediction of data traffic load for a particular day based on the training of the data traffic load of the day before (Experiment C2). Table 1 summarizes the results for the training and prediction of all experiments. In all experiments, the general temporal pattern was recognized after some slight delay. Prediction based on previous week's data (Set B) was fastest in adapting to the pattern at the start of the simulation, followed by the prediction based on previous half-year and the day before (Set A). The best prediction results in all aspects (percentage error, time taken to adapt to pattern, number of calls dropped) were obtained when training was based on the previous week's data (Set B). Prediction results were better when only peaks were considered. Slight fluctuations in the patterns caused delay in adapting to the changes. This occurred during festive seasons and the local university's semester breaks. The prediction errors were only slight when the earlier week's data were used (0-12%) but more severe when previous half-year's data and consecutive weeks of particular data were used (0-120 and 0-400%, respectively). The quick adaptation to pattern changes in the prediction based on prior week's data was most probably due to the close correlation between the two dataset of 1-week apart. Previous half-year's data performed less favorably as trends in mobile sales and usage would have affected the population of mobile users. Furthermore, same festivities fall slightly before or after the same day the subsequent year. On the other hand, the leap from 1 day of the week to the same day in the subsequent week is most likely to cause a discontinuity in the prediction of ongoing trends.
Actual Trained
The VC-PGA model will take in the highest values of predicted traffic from all cells in the LC. For this reason, only evaluation at peaks will be considered. Once again, as in the overall evaluation, the prediction based on the previous week's data gives the best results at peaks. The percentage error is only 0-2%, as compared to 0-200% for prediction based on previous half-year's data and 0-400% for prediction based on subsequent consecutive weeks of particular day. Therefore, the VC-PGA model will run based on prediction using training data of previous week. The VC-PGA model takes in the highest values of predicted traffic from all cells in the LC. For this reason, only evaluation at peaks is significant. Once again, as in the overall evaluation, the prediction based on the previous week's data gives the best results at peaks. Most importantly, the number of calls dropped was shown to decrease for all experiments. The percentage decrease in the number of calls dropped was largest for Experiments 3 and 4. Thus, assuming a large portion of calls dropped is due to coverage holes, it has been proven that the proposed model controls cell attenuation efficiently to reduce the number of calls dropped. 
Conclusions
A new, robust IPCAM in dynamic cell sizing is proposed and simulated using real mobile traffic data in Selangor, Malaysia. The proposed model is an integration of two main components, namely the VC-PGA cell priority selection model and the EFuNN mobile traffic prediction module. The VC-PGA module successfully controlled the number of cell attenuations in a diverse cell interaction environment based on two cell priority numbers and reduced the number of calls dropped. The EFuNN module, placed at each cell, predicted the mobile traffic volume of a particular cell by extracting and inserting meaningful rules through incremental, supervised real-time learning. The output of the EFuNN structure from each cell, the predicted mobile traffic volume of the particular cell, was delivered to servers in the VC-PGA module and the priorities for the size reduction of all cells were assigned.
The performance of the proposed model was evaluated on five adjacent cells in Selangor, Malaysia. Experiments to evaluate the robustness of the integrated model in controlling the cell size to reduce the number of calls dropped were conducted. Real-time predicted mobile traffic from the EFuNN structure was used to control the size of all the cells within 15-min intervals. The mobile traffic was predicted based on the data of five adjacent cells consisting of data from the (1) previous half-year, (2) previous week, (3) same day of the previous week. The results for each experiment, for both training and prediction, were evaluated in terms of the predicted traffic volume and the number of calls dropped.
Results obtained demonstrate the robustness of the integrated model in recognizing the general temporal patterns of traffic and controlling the number of calls dropped. The proposed model controlled cell attenuations under various local traffic conditions throughout the year. The least number of calls dropped were achieved when the prediction was based on training of traffic load from the previous week. 
